INTRODUCTION
The augmented predecessor indexing (API) method [10] , is a procedure for efficiently updating the basis representation flows and dual evaluators in transportation and network optimization problems. This procedure, which is based on Ellis Johnson's triple label representation [12] , has been recently incorporated into computer programs, for transportation problems with noteworthy
success. Computational studies demonstrate these computer programs [9, 16] to be substantially faster than those previously available, solving 100 x 100 transportation problems in iJi seconds and 1000 x 1000 transportation problems in 15 seconds on the CDC 6600. In this paper we show how the API method can be extended to generalized network problems, making it possible to update the more complex "quasi-tree" basis structures of these problems with the same types of computational efficiencies that result for ordinary network problems.
The potential applications for an efficient and clearly organized caaputer code for generalized network problems are significant, due to the wide range of problems that can be given a generalized network formulation [h, ^, 6, 11] .
The computational advantages of a special purpose algorithm lor these problems as opposed to a general purpose linear programming method are demonstrated by the studies of [3, 9> !''> 15» 16] wuich show that special purpose transportation and network codes (utilizing the updating procedures which are extended in this paper) solve transportation and network problems 1^0 times faster than the state-of-the-art commercial linear programming code, QPHELIE.
The following sections introduce the generalized network problem and describe the procedures of the extended API method, focusing on considerations relevant to computer implementation.
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THE GENERALIZED NETWORK PROBLEM
The generalized network problem may be defined as
where A is the set of arcs and N is the set of nodes for the network. Each arc {i,j)f i-f^j, has a nonzero coefficient in exactly two of the node equations (2), i.e., the two equations corresponding to the arc's endpoints.
Specifically, a , . / 0 only if p = i or p = j. In an ordinary network a. . . = -1 and a. ,. =1, but in a generalized network a. . . and a. . . can be any two nonzero quantities. Typically, however, a., . . is assumed to be -1
•-, ij
and a, . . is assumed to be positive, in which case a. . , is called the "multiplier" of the arc directed from node i to node j. This multiplier can be thought of as a factor which magnifies or attenuates the flow x. . across the arc, according to whether a. ... is greater or less than on.e.
A generalized network can also contain arcs which are "self-loops,"
leading from a node back to itself. That is, for some nodes i, there may The non-negativity inequalities (3) are often supplemented by upper bound inequalities of the form u > x ., in which case the problem is referred to as capacitated, and the quantitiee u. , are called the arc capacitiec
The inclusion of these capacities does not alter the basic structure of the problem, or the procedures we shall give for exploiting it.
THE TRIFLE-LABEL REPRESENTATION
The triple-label representation is a standard way to record and manipulate trees in computer list processing. Its application to network problems was proposed by Ellis Johnson, who showed that it could be used efficiently to organize the labeling and flow augmenting operations of a maximal flow algorithm [12] , sketching seme of the fundamental ideas that were later elaborated in the API method.
The triple-label scheme orients the tree so that it is in fact an "arborescence"; that is, for some single node which is identified as the "root", the arcs are oriented (by labels) so that the unique path from any node to the root node of the tree is a directed path. The triple-label representation may be viewed as inducing an "ancestry relationship" on a tree, each node carrying three labels, or node indexes, which name the father, the eldest son, and next younger brother of the given node. In particular, a node is taken to be the father of all its immediate successors, these latter constituting a set of brothers, arbitrarily sequenced from eldest to youngest. Thus, the root node is the ancestor of all nodes, and h';B no father (immediate predeseccor). Nodes at the extremities of the tree have no sons (immediate successors) and the "last" of a set of successors of a given node has no younger brother. The father, eldest son, and next younger brother in these three extreme cases are given a "dummy" name which corimunicates their nonexistence.
By the use of these labels it is possible to find all ancestors or all descendants of a given node in an obvious manner, and this constitutes the
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essential convenience of the triple-label representatiun. (It should be noted, however, that a "threaded list" representatic. [13] shares this convenience, and the API method as described in this paper can as readily be implemented wich the latter, using the relationships developed in Suction h.)
The basis structure of a generalized problem is not a tree, as in the pure network problem, but a set of disjoint quasi-trees, i.e., connected graphs which have a single loop [2, 5, 6, 15] . We stipulate that the triple- orientation. This orientation, of course, has nothing to do with the "true orientation" -i.e., actual direction of the arcs in the network.
i<.ü THE EXTENDED API METHOD
^.1 Basis Representation of an Incoming Arc
In any quasi-tree possessing a rooted-loop orientation, it is clear that a sequential trace of th:» p^c'ecessors of a given node (from father to grandfather to great grandfather, etc.) generates a backward path which contains all arcs on the loop. For simplicity we shall suppose that such a path is simple, i.e., not traced beyond necessity (hence, as soon as a node on this path is encountered a second time, the trace is stopped).
The path itself therefore duplicated no arcs and duplicated only a single node -the node at which the loop is entered (which may be the starting node for the trace). The procer'are of an adjacent extreme point algorithm identifies an Incoming arc and an outgoing arc, respectively from among the nonbasic and the basic arcs. The addition of the incoming arc and the removal of the outgoing arc produces a changed set of quasi-trees. and this operation constitutes a fundamental step of a standard iteration, or "basis exchange" step of linear programming methods. An important aspect of this step is to identify the set of arcs on which flows will change, or more precisely, the set of basic arcs which provide a linear representation of the nonbasic incoming arc. The following observation characterizes this set of arcs.
Remark 1; The basic arcs that have a nonzero coefficient in the basis representation for an incoming arc (u,v) are contained in the backward paths P and P from node u and node v. u v
Proof: The validity of the remark follows inmedlately from the fact that the network P UP consists of one or two "stripped" quasi-trees which represent a linearly Independent subsystem of the full basis, containing, as many variables (arcs) as equations (nodes). To provide a more useful justifica-tion, we will show how to constructively generate a representation of (u,v) from arcs of P sind P . First note that to satisfy a node requirement r. for any node i that has exactly one incident arc (i,j), it is ij necessary to assign a flow w. . to (i,j) precisely equal to r. / a.
This in turn transmits a node requirement to node j of -a, , . w. .. If the basis for a generalized network problem has a rooted-loop orientation, then the new basis after the basis exchange step will also have a rooted-loop orientation by the following steps:
1. Reverse the orientation of all arcs in P*.
Orient the incoming arc so that it "begins" this redirected path;
i.e., the endpoint of the incoming arc which is not on P* becomes the predecessor of the endpoint which is.
Proof:
Consider the network that consists of the current basis after deleting the outgoing arc but before adding the incoming arc. Tie connected subnetwork consisting of all arcs that can be reached from nod»s of P* is a tree, since the removal cf both the incoming and outgoing arcs implies that this subnetwork can contain no loops. (This may readily be verified by an examination of cases.) Moreover, this tree is an arborescence due to the fact that every subtree uf a rooted-loop structure is an arborescence. The root of this arborescence is easily identified as the node of the upper path which is an endpoint of the outgoing arc since the removal of this arc leaves the indicated endpolnt without a predecessor, a condition that only the root node satisfies. A characteristic of an arborescence Is that reversing the direction of every arc lying on some path from the root node creates a new arborescence, whose root is the opposite endpolnt of the reversed path.
Thus, the reversal of P* creates an arborescence rooted at the node which la an endpolnt of the Incoming arc. Now there are two possibilities:
either the opposite endpolnt of the incoming arc lies in this same arborescence or it does not. If it does, the addition of the incoming arc creates a loop, and an arc which joins any node of an arborescence to the root node, directed toward the latter, creates a rooted-loop quasi-ttee, as desired.
In the other case, the incoming arc grafts the arborescence to a üisjcint network which, by the known structure of the basis and the previously established orientation of the arcs, must be a rooted-loop quasl-tree. But since the arborescence is connected by its root node, using an arc directed from the quasl-tree to the arborescence, the rooted-loop structure is maintained.
The simplicity of the operation described in Ren irk 2 makes it highly attractive from a computational standpoint. It should be noted that the In such a fanning out process, as soon as the potential for a node's predecessor has been updated, the potential for the node itself is immediately updated; e.g.. 
